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Avi Cohen’s Process for abstracting “A fare shake” from The Economist May 14, 2016

DRAFTING STAGE Draft 1 – Writer-Based Notes From Reading
Surge pricing is efficient and deeply unpopular
Uber looking for technology solutions to allocate rides to riders, rather than prices
Doesn’t want local governments to regulate or ban surge pricing
Definition – surge pricing (also called dynamic pricing) continuously adjusts prices to match supply and
demand.
Examples of tolls that change to keep traffic flowing, electricity prices, and price spikes of necessities like
bottled water and batteries during natural disasters.
Non-economists detest demand-based pricing, and find it unfair to take advantage of consumers when
in distress.
Positive case for surge pricing demonstrate the elegance of how “prices moderate a marketplace”
When demand surges, waiting times rise, surge pricing starts which reduces demand only to those
willing to pay higher price. Sounds like gouging, but plus side is it increases supply of drivers to match
demand and reduces wait times
Analysis by Uber economists of 2 NYC cases where surge pricing after a popular concert let out
increased supply to meet the surge in demand, and the completion rate (% of ride requests that end
with a ride) stayed at 100%, with little change in wait times. But when surge-pricing technology broke
down on New Year’s Eve in 2014, average wait times went from 2 minutes to 8 minutes, and completion
rate dropped below 25%
Not all success after concert due to surge pricing. Driver know to go to high demand areas
Uber data driven technology may better predict areas of demand and send cars there without surge
pricing, but would drivers respond as quickly without economic incentive? Ultimately Uber wants
driverless cars that will be entirely data driven, so no need for pricing incentive
What is Uber’s future in transportation, and will it keep surge pricing? In cites with good public
transport and alternatives to Uber, consumers won’t be as willing to pay surge prices. So for cities where
surge pricing is common and unloved, better government response than regulation would be to improve
public transport alternatives which will make surge pricing less possible and profitable for Uber
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REVISING STAGE Draft 2-1 Choice Of Paragraph Structure - Outline
First attempt
Para 1
Intro of controversy
Para 2
Definition and examples of surge pricing
Para 3
Con side of controversy
Para 4
Pro side of controversy
Para 5
Conclusion and future

Realized too many paragraphs

REVISING STAGE Draft 2-2 Choice Of Paragraph Structure - Outline
Para 1
Intro and description surge pricing
Para 2
Controversy con and pro
Para 3
Evidence from case study
Para 4
Conclusion and future
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REVISING STAGE DRAFT 3 Reader-Based Revision
(Did not worry too much about length – turned out to be 350 words)
Para 1
Intro and description surge pricing
The article, “A fare shake,” describes Uber’s controversial surge pricing algorithm, and its future. Surge
pricing is an example of dynamic pricing, where businesses continuously adjust prices to match supply
and demand. When the demand for rides surges, Uber’s algorithms raise prices, increasing the number
of drivers offering to supply rides, and discouraging some customers demanding rides. Other examples
include electrical utilities increasing prices during peak demand times to divert use to times with more
supply, and stores raising prices for bottled water and other necessities during a natural disaster.
Para 2
Controversy con and pro
The controversy is whether surge pricing of taxi fares is “fair.” Customers detest dynamic pricing in
general, not only because they don’t like paying more, but because it seems arbitrary (why should a ride
cost more just because …..) and like gouging – taking advantage of people in a disaster when they are
most needy. On the other hand, the author stresses the efficiency and “elegance” of price adjustments
as how markets work. Higher prices reduce demanders to those willing and able to pay more, and create
incentives for more drivers to be on the roads, reducing wait times.
Para 3
Evidence from case study
Uber economists analyzed two contrasting cases where surge pricing worked as planned, and where it
failed. After a popular concert let out, prices rose, increasing supply to meet the surge in demand, and
the completion rate (percentage of ride requests that end with a ride) stayed at 100%, with little change
in wait times. But when the surge-pricing algorithm broke down one New Year’s Eve, average wait times
went from 2 minutes to 8 minutes, and the completion rate dropped to 25%.
Para 4
Conclusion and future
The author seems to favour surge pricing, but admits that drivers would converge on a concert location
even without increased prices. Also, Uber is moving to driverless cars, which will use Uber data to go to
high demand locations without extra pay. According to the article, governments should not regulate
unpopular surge pricing, but should instead provide better public transit alternatives, so riders will not
be willing to pay, and Uber will not be able to charge higher fare prices.
(350 words)
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Avi Cohen’s Abstract of “A fare shake” from The Economist May 14, 2016
“A fare shake,” describes Uber’s controversial surge pricing algorithm and future. Surge pricing is a form
of dynamic pricing, where businesses continuously adjust prices to match supply and demand. When
demand for rides surges, Uber’s algorithms raise prices, increasing drivers supplying rides, and
discouraging some customers demanding rides. Other examples include electrical utilities increasing
prices during peak demand times, and stores raising prices for bottled water and necessities during a
hurricane
The controversy is whether surge pricing of taxi fares is “fair.” Customers dislike dynamic pricing
because it seems like gouging (taking advantage when people are most needy) and seems arbitrary (why
should a ride cost more just because others want more rides). However, the author stresses the
efficiency and “elegance” of price adjustments for markets. Higher prices reduce demanders to those
willing and able to pay more, and create incentives for more drivers, reducing wait times.
The author cites Uber economists’ analysis of contrasting cases where surge pricing worked, and failed.
After a popular concert, prices rose, increasing supply to meet surging demand, and completion rates
(percentage of ride requests ending with rides) stayed at 100%, without change in wait times. But when
the surge-pricing algorithm broke down one busy night, average wait times jumped from 2 to 8 minutes,
and completion rates dropped to 25%.
The author supports surge pricing, but admits that drivers would converge on a concert location even
without increased prices. Uber is also moving to driverless cars, which will use data to go to high
demand locations without extra pay. The author argues that governments should not regulate
unpopular surge pricing, but should instead provide better public transit alternatives, so riders will not
be willing to pay, and Uber will not be able to charge, higher fares.
(293 words)
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Andrea Williams’ Abstract of “A fare shake” from The Economist May 14, 2016
This article explains how Uber uses surge pricing to regulate supply in periods of peak demand:
when the demand for Uber cars increases, along with wait times, surge (also called “dynamic”) pricing
discourages users unwilling or unable to pay more. These users drop out (presumably opting for other
modes of transportation or by waiting) and thus decrease demand, which enables wealthier and/or
needier consumers to get a ride. Using data from Uber itself, the article contrasts a failed and a
successful case of surge pricing. The failed example occurred during a New York city snowstorm on
New Year’s Eve when riders had to wait a long time for car service and the successful example provided
occurred after an Ariana Grande concert when drivers, anticipating increased demand, converged near
the concert hall.
Economists like surge pricing because they believe it encourages efficiency. However, the article claims
that although surge pricing appeals to economists, consumers dislike it because they see it as price
“gouging” (unfair) since they must pay more at peak times for the identical service.
Uber’s use of algorithms is presented as a possible way to improve surge pricing by anticipating demand
and by compensating drivers for working during peak periods. The article explains that algorithms
anticipate consumer needs and thus reduce reliance on drivers having to do so by reading concert
schedules, for example. The article also speculates that driverless cars might someday eliminate the
need for Uber to compensate drivers for working during peak periods. The article opposes any
government regulation of surge pricing (as the municipal government of Delhi did) and instead makes
the case that surge pricing will persist only in markets without good alternatives to Uber in the form of
public transportation.
(287 words)
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